NEWPORT BEACH AUTOMOTIVE GROUP ORDERS THE FIRST TWO DELAGE D12 HYPERCARS FOR AMERICA

Pietro Frigerio, Principal of NBAG, and Laurent Tapie, CEO of Delage-Automobiles, signing the sale contracts for two D12 Hypercars, in NBAG headquarters.

Newport Beach, CA (August 2020) – Newport Beach Automotive Group (NBAG), an official dealer of Bugatti,
Koenigsegg, Lamborghini and McLaren in Newport Beach, California, and French hypercars manufacturer Delage
Automobiles, just signed the contracts of sale for two Delage D12 hypercars, one “GT” version of and one “Club”
version.
The companies have been working together since October 2019, and were partners in presenting two private
debuts of the Delage D12 in December 2019. These VIP world Premieres were held in Beverly Hills and Newport
Beach, where several clients of NBAG confirmed their intention to buy a Delage D12.
In June 2020 Delage Automobiles completed the brochure for the car detailing its features and performances and
opened its order book for the car.
“We have been so thrilled by the D12 presentation and unique features, as well as the quality of the Delage team,
that we have decided to immediately secure two cars for our clients,” said Pietro Frigerio, Principal of NBAG.
“We are very excited to be the first dealer in America to receive the D12 in 2022.”
The Delage D12 is a $2.3M street legal hypercar made in France by legendary brand Delage.
It has two central seats in a tandem configuration (fighter-jet style), a 7.6 L naturally aspirated V12 coupled with
an electric engine to produce over 1,000hp (1,100hp in the “GT” version and 1,010hp in the 200 lbs lighter “Club”
version). It is described by Delage Automobiles as the “closest street legal car ever made to a Formula 1 car.”
In 2021, NBAG’s clients will be invited to test drive the car on a track with Delage official driver, F1 World Champion
Jacques Villeneuve. The same year, Delage will attempt to beat the record time of the Nürburgring track in the
street legal car category, making the D12 the fastest car in the world.

